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phantasies, and in so far as such situations typically repeat
themselves they form similar archetypes—as I have called
mythical motives in general.
'Dragons make their homes by watercourses, preferably
near a ford or some such dangerous crossing; djins and other
devils are to be found in waterless deserts or in dangerous
gorges; spirits of the dead inhabit the eerie thickets of the
bamboo forest; treacherous nixies and sea-serpents live
in the depths of the sea and its whirlpools. Mighty ancestor
spirits or gods inhabit an important man; deadly fetish-
power resides in the strange and unusual. Sickness and
death are never due to natural causes, but are always caused
by spirits or witches. Even the weapon that has killed some-
one is mana, i.e. endowed with extraordinary power.
How is it then, you may ask,* with the most everyday,
intimate, and immediate events, with husband, wife, father,
mother, child? These customary and eternally repeated
facts create the most powerful archetypes of all, the ceaseless
activity of which even in our rationalistic times is everywhere
immediately evident. Take, for example, the Christian,
dogma. The Trinity consists of God the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost; the latter being represented by the bird of
Astarte, the dove, and was actually called Sophia in early
Christian times, and thought of as feminine. The worship
of Mary in the later church is an obvious substitute for this.
Here we have the archetype of the family ev ovpavia) totto)
"in a heavenly place" as Plato expresses it, enthroned as
the formulation of the ultimate mystery. Christ is the
bridegroom; the church is the bride; the baptismal font
is the womb of the church, as it is still called in the text of
the Benedictio fontis. The holy water has salt put into it—
with the idea of fertilization or making it like the sea. A
hierosgamos or holy wedding is celebrated on the holy Sabbath
in the service just mentioned, and a burning candle as a
phallic symbol is plunged three times into the font, in order
to fertilize the baptismal water and lend it the qualities

